10/19/07
This group is SO busy shooting and importing that they have not had a moment to
write a blog. Look for an update early next week.

11/19/07
My Role in Glue. In our Mockumentery Glue, I play the character of Andrew, a lead bassist in the band.
Andrew is a very negative person. He hates the band, its members, and even playing the guitar its self.
Andrew thinks the band is stupid and finally decides to leave the band for good. Playing Andrew is the
opposite of me which makes acting fun and different. Instead of being content like I usually am in real life,
I get to play this negative funny character that resembles one of the funny pieces that makes up Glue the
whacky funny horrible band. Overall playing Andrew is fun and interesting.

11/19/07
In the movie Glue, Joe and I direct along with playing main rolls. I play the
drummer in the band, Chris. Chris is the most laid back band member in the
group. He doesn’t care about anything except skateboarding, playing drums, and
wearing tight girl pants. Joe and I have put a lot of time into this movie so far,
such as staying after school with students and teachers.

12/5/07
Hello person reading this blog. My name is Joe Rebola and I am one of the
directors and an actor in the movie Glue. It has been very fun and challenging.
The Kumquat crew has been working really hard to make sure that this movie will
be very entertaining and funny for all of you to watch. It’s really exciting to see how
a funny idea between your friends is being turned into a film.

12/14/07
So far in our mockumentary, GLUE we have put A LOT of work and effort into it. In the last 2 weeks we have been putting
nonstop effort into this. What we have done recently was film the band session which is hilarious, got a couple up to date
reaction shots, interviewed more people, did hours of editing, and most of all worked together as a whole to make this
project our main priority. The role I played recently in this mockmentary was I did a lot of acting, set up a lot of lighting and
scenery, and worked on script and cast. Also a lot of funny anecdotes happened during the last few weeks. Me rubbing the
guitar is funny paul lifting the weight while playing piano is hilarious and Rebola, screaming in the band session makes
everybody laugh. Since the mockumentry is almost complete in the weeks ahead, we as a group need to film a few more
reaction shots and do a lot of editing. So far GLUE has been a success.

1/8/08
Joe Rebola here :) LOL! We have almost finished the movie and may I say it has been an amazing
emotional experience for the crew and I. We started out as young impressionable boys and came out as
strong, independent men. The whole production of this movie has been very fun and difficult at the same
time. This movie has caused the crew and I to cry with tears of laughter and frustration, but throughout
this whole experience Pete has still managed to keep the most negative outlook a human being with a
soul can obtain. This has been a really fun time, and I hope all of you who watch Glue enjoy it.

1/31/08
Every year there is a movie that surprises everyone including myself. This year it is Glue. Slowly, as their
scenes started to come together, other crews began to take notice of their movie. The dedication of this
crew shines in every scene, and their acting is fantastic. Joe Rebola is a force in this movie: he is
hysterical in front of the camera, and his ideas behind the camera are well thought out and well executed.
Ray, Pete, and Paul are all excellent in their roles rounding out a very memorable cast. This movie has
the potential to be a crowd-favorite and a favorite with the Academy.

